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Online Analysis Tool 

Test your inner drivers



Inner drivers

Your inner drivers

The inner drivers often influence our decisions unconsciously and may affect us in a

negative way. Particularly if you are not aware of their existence, they can cause 

you lots of stress and unhappiness. Many of our inner drivers date back to our 

childhood and basically represent the voices of external authorities (primarily our 

parents). As children, we completely depend upon the love and care of our parents 

and therefore have a finely tuned antenna for e.g. which behavior will reward us with 

love. Step by step, we tend to internalize the demands and expectations of these 

authorities to a point where they become an integral part of our very being.

Some messages are supportive, e.g. "Take it easy!", whereas others may cause 

stress, e.g. "Big boys/girls do not cry!“. Since we are often driven by these response 

patterns, these behavior patterns are called "inner drivers". Up to certain extent, 

these drivers can be helpful as a guideline for a successful life. But sometimes, we 

go too far and instead of everything getting better, it gets worse. If we are not aware 

of our drivers, we may be incapable of finding access to problem-solving.
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Inner drivers

Basic parental demands

1. „Always be perfect!“ or „Do not make any mistakes!“ 

2. „Always hurry up!“ or „Always look forward!“ or „Buck up!“

3. „Always try hard!“ or „Never give up!“ or „In the sweat of your face!“

4. „Always please others!“ or „Always be gentle!“ 

5. „Always be strong!“ or „Clench your teeth!“ or „Don‘t show any

emotions!“

The inner drivers test determines to what extent these demands influence you. They

can have a restrictive effect if they are non-negotiable and if they are being

exaggerated without any situative relation. With this in mind, inner drivers are not 

adapted to the reality and are usually complied to, with as if not complying to them

would cause a catastrophe. In that absoluteness, inner drivers can never be fulfilled

and ultimately they cause deceptions and bad feelings. 
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